Hon. Collector Visited NICRA activities:

Dr. A.T. Kumbhar, Hon. Collector Nandurbar along with District Development Manager NABARD and Lead District Manager visited NICRA activities on 24th June 2011.

Meeting of Village Risk Management committee and villagers was organised in village Umarani, taluka Akarani Dist: Nandurbar. The meeting was also attained by Hon. Chairman KVK, Nandurbar and officials from host organisations.

The members of Village Risk Management committee were introduced. The members briefed the ongoing activities under NICRA e.g. farm bunding, intercropping, seed treatment. The villagers also informed about the vaccination camp for animals organised in collaboration with Animal Husbandry Department. Near about 400 animals vaccinated against different diseases.

Hon. Collector Visited Implement Bank an innovative activity under NICRA. The members of Devmogra self help group handling the bank were introduced. They briefed their role and responsibilities.

Hon. President HSS asked villagers to participate in this programme very scientifically.

Hon. Collector expressed satisfaction for selecting the village from climatically suffered area. He was also satisfied by the action plan and systematic approach of KVK. He asked villagers that as this village is selected for piloting the experiment, it is our prime responsibilities to record the data critically.

He assured cooperation from all development departments of the district to achieve the satisfactory results.

All SMS from KVK and SRF NICRA were participated in this meeting.